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League: AMBHL 

Date: September 20, 2009 

Teams: Lethbridge Golden Hawks - 7 

At: Calgary Northstar Sabres - 3 

  

Synopsis: The Calgary Northstar Sabres were in control of the game and leading for 

much of the first period when their power play failed on a 5 on 3 (2 SOG, 1 

shot blocked), turning the momentum of the game. 

Cavin Leth scored the go ahead goal on the power play with 4:24 remaining 

in the first, and Clay Spenser scored the winner with 19 second left in the 

period. The Golden Hawks carried the play for the rest of the game. 

Justin Mitchell of the Golden Hawks was hurt when he fell awkwardly into 

the boards and missed the last eight minutes of the second period, but was 

back on the bench in the third.  

 The line of Cade Owad, Chad Labelle, and Riley Whittingham showed 

signs that they can score and will be the go to line for the Sabres. 

  

Top Performers: Lethbridge Golden Hawks 
12 Clay Spencer (F) – Clay Spencer had a solid game scoring 2 goals (1 

SHG) and adding an assist. Clay played an aggressive game, not afraid to 

throw or take hits or play hard in the corners. Clay also showed instances of 

good acceleration to break away from the defence. 

  

 Calgary Northstar Sabres 
20 Chad Labelle (F) – Chad Labelle had a 2 goal game and was one of few 

bright spots in the Sabres lineup. Chad showed that he has good speed and 

is very strong on his feet. In the offensive zone Chad won some key face-

offs. He played on a line with 2 other returning players and the chemistry 

showed in spots throughout the game. 

 

 


